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A message to our clients 
At Fiscal Engineers, we are committed to providing you with the best possible advice and ongoing management of your 
wealth to help you to achieve your goals with confidence and comfort.  Part of that advice relates to the investment of 
your liquid assets. 

The process of investment is actually one of risk management.  Understanding, controlling, monitoring and managing 
risks across time, positions client portfolios with the very real chance of delivering a successful investment experience. 
This is measured not only in portfolio returns, but in the ability to feel comfortable along the way.  No investment journey 
is without its storms but these will inevitably blow through in time.  Staying the course is key.  Times have not been easy 
in the markets in the past few years, but client portfolios have stood up well to the challenge. 

At Fiscal Engineers, the ongoing risk management process is driven and managed by the Investment & Risk Committee 
(IRC).  There are four courses of action the committee can take with any risk.  Take it, reduce it, avoid it or transfer it.  At 
its simplest, our investment process is the culmination of multiple risk decisions and the ongoing monitoring and 
management of the remaining risks across time. 

We have selected a few interesting risk discussions recorded in the full minutes that will hopefully provide you with 
deeper insight into the role that the IRC plays and the value it delivers. 

If you would like to talk further about any issues raised in this document, please do get in touch. 

The Team at Fiscal Engineers 
Tel: 0115 955 5600 
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1 The purpose of the IRC 
The IRC is the formal body that is responsible for the governance of the investment process at Fiscal Engineers.  
Meetings are held twice a year, but can be called on an ad hoc basis if circumstances warrant it.  This summer, two 
meetings were held.  The first was the regular full meeting and the second was to discuss and refine the bond portion of 
client portfolios.  To recap, the purpose of the IRC is to: 

• Define and implement a risk-focused approach to investing.

• Continually test, refine and reaffirm its investment process including: the structure of client portfolios; the asset
classes (e.g. equities, bonds, commercial property) that it uses or excludes; and the ‘best-in-class’ funds that
provide access to the desired asset classes.

• Employ best-practice fiduciary standards in overseeing the investment programme.

• Help educate clients about what they own and why they own it.

2 IRC meeting proceedings 

2.1 Introduction 
The formal IRC meeting took place on 25th June 2012.  The minutes of the previous meeting were reviewed and 
previous follow-up actions revisited.  The minutes were then signed off by the Chairman, with no material matters 
outstanding from the previous meeting.  The core of the IRC meeting centred on the Governance Update document 
provided by Albion Strategic Consulting.1  Tim Hale of Albion has joined the IRC, and David Brattesani attended the 
meeting as a guest.  Both provide valuable external input in their areas of expertise. 

2.2 Key decisions summary 
The portfolios designed for you represent a sophisticated simplicity.  The small number of funds that you own is the 
culmination of a considerable amount of research, tough decision-making based on the latest empirical evidence and 
investment theory, and strong risk-management capabilities.  Every fund has a specific role to play in your portfolio and, 
in aggregate, help to create a robust and enduring structure that has every possibility of delivering you with a successful 
investment experience, weathering the investment storms that will come and go in the years ahead. 

Your portfolio does not represent a ‘set-and-forget’ approach, despite the fact that, superficially, it may not seem to 
change much from one period to the next.  The role of the IRC is to review, challenge and where necessary refine the 
approach, based on the latest research available, new products in the market, or when risks change across time.  In 
short, risk management. 

Here are some of the key issues discussed and decisions that were taken.  We have highlighted the decisions which 
illustrate the nature of the role that the IRC plays and these are explained in paragraphs 3, 4 and 5.  The first is an 
ongoing risk management decision relating to manager selection; the second is an important risk decision hidden from 
view concerning asset class choice; and the third is a refinement of the current asset allocation and product selection 
decision relating to defensive, bond assets. 

3 Reviewing our preference for using ‘passive’ funds 
Low cost, asset class funds seek to capture the returns, as closely as possible, that the markets deliver, rather than 
trying to beat the market.  The latter approach is known as ‘active’ management.  A ‘passive’ approach is preferred 
because the evidence points very strongly towards the fact that most active managers are beaten by the market.  Those 
that beat the market in a 5-year period tend not to do so in the next.  Discerning the skilled from the lucky is not easy 
either and the odds of picking, in advance, a truly skilled active manager are very slim.  The IRC keeps an open mind on 
either approach and reviews new evidence on a regular basis.  We will always seek to offer an investment proposition 
that provides our clients with the greatest chance of a successful outcome.  That is what drives us. 

1 Tim Hale, Albion's MD is a leading consultant in the area of investment process and author of the book ‘Smarter Investing’, who has consulted with 
Fiscal Engineers over the past few years. 
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An example of one recent piece of research providing useful input into the debate was undertaken by Vanguard, a major 
global investment management firm.  It reveals some compelling insights: 

• Around 70% of all actively managed equity funds in the US were beaten by their market benchmarks over the
past 20 years.

• More than 80% of bond funds were too.

• In markets that appear to be less efficient i.e. where active managers with their equity research teams should
be able to seek out mispriced securities and thus beat the market, this proves not to be the case.  Over this
period, more than 85% of emerging market equity funds managed on an active basis, failed to beat the market.

• These figures do not take into account whether those that outperformed were skilled or simply lucky, which
would reduce the odds of success further.

Three papers that provide some support for active management and/or criticism of passive investing were reviewed and 
discussed.  While two were quite weak and sponsored by active industry participants, one2 – a literature review – 
revealed that a small minority of active managers appeared to exhibit sufficient skill to beat the market.  The fact that 
they exist has never been disputed by Fiscal Engineers, or others who follow a low cost, passive approach.  No clear 
methodology exists for identifying who they are, in advance.  The odds of success are very low, with some long term 
studies putting the number of skilled managers in the region of 3% or less.3 

The IRC’s conclusion on reviewing a number of papers was: 

“The conclusion of the committee remains not that passive will outperform all active funds, but that it provides the 
potential for greater certainty of outcomes and an improved investor experience.  At this stage the IRC committee see no 
fresh, compelling evidence to suggest they change the current approach outlined in our investment methodology.” 

It is important to note that while we do not expect this to change due to the cost advantages of passive funds over active 
funds, and the fact that markets work pretty well, we will continually challenge our position and visit the debate with an 
open mind.  

4 Asset class inclusion/exclusion – behind the scenes 
Deciding which investment risks to include in client portfolios, and which to avoid, is a central part of the role of the IRC.  
Client portfolios only reflect the risks that are taken on and the efforts made to reduce these risks in portfolios through 
broad diversification.  What our clients rarely see are the proactive risk decisions taken not to get involved in some of the 
flavour of the month and seemingly more sophisticated products and asset classes that exist.  The IRC meeting 
reviewed a couple of these 'avoid' decisions.  Donald Trump may not be everyone’s cup of tea, but one of his better lines 
makes an important point: 

“Some of the best investments I ever made were the investments I didn’t make.” 

We would like to demonstrate the value of this risk selection process using the recent case of Traded Life Policy 
Investments (TLPI) also known as Life Settlement Funds.  These funds purchase US life insurance policies from those 
who no longer want them.  The investment goal is to arbitrage the difference between what the TLPI fund pays for these 
policies along with the ongoing premiums they must pay, and the settlement made on the death of the original 
policyholder. 

Superficially they have appeal.  Firstly, the returns are not correlated to the returns of the stock or bond markets, 
providing the opportunity to smooth overall portfolio returns – a worthy goal.  If one could find such investments, it would 
be possible to halve the volatility of a portfolio without giving up any return.4  Secondly, returns were around 10%-15% 
year-on-year.  Thirdly, volatility was low.  They first became popular with many advisers in the UK around 2008.  In 2011, 
the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) expressed their concerns regarding TLPIs, making two pertinent comments: 

“Our view is that TLPIs are complex, high-risk products that are not suitable for the mass retail market, either for direct 
investment or indirectly through other products.” 

“In some models, yields...can only be sustained by using new investors' money...so the model...appears to share some 
of the characteristics of a Ponzi scheme.” 

2 Jones, R W (December 2011). Active Management in Mostly Efficient Markets. Financial Analysts Journal , Volume 67 Number 6 pp. 29-45. 
3 John C Bogle (2007) The Little Book of Commonsense Investing, Wiley & Sons, Hoboken, NJ. 
4 The mathematics of diversification was first established by Harry Markowitz in the 1950s and is enshrined in Modern Portfolio Theory.  This theory 

suggests that investors should combine investments that deliver different patterns of returns to help to reduce return volatility - the familiar concept of 
diversification.  He won a Nobel Prize for his efforts. 
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The IRC researched TPLIs some four years ago and rejected them in an internal paper entitled Life Settlement Funds: 
Attractive at first glance, but they don’t sit well with our investment philosophy.  Fiscal Engineers reached the following 
conclusion which is captured in its investment methodology document. 

“Life settlements are also illiquid; they are [potentially] worthless until the policyholder dies, but the premiums need to be 
paid until that time, which is achievable while funds experience net inflows.  The scenario of fund outflows, the inability of 
funds to pay premiums and consequent lapsing of policies and large losses, forces funds to impose tight liquidity 
constraints, somewhat like bricks and mortar property funds.” 

Many advisers were too focused on performance and not on risk management.  The consequences for their clients are a 
highly illiquid holding – most funds are closed to redemptions – and the likelihood that their invested assets are only 
worth a fraction of their original worth.  This is a good example of sophisticated simplicity at work. 

5 Asset allocation refinement – index linked gilts 
A second IRC Meeting was held on 16th July 2012 to revisit the issue of using index linked gilt funds in the defensive 
asset mix and the overall allocation to them. 

Index linked gilts play an important role in the fixed income portion of our clients’ portfolios, providing  structural 
protection from inflation, particularly when it is higher than anticipated. The last three years are a good example, with 
cumulative inflation of almost 15%.5  Issued by HM Government, they are also very safe from a credit risk perspective. 

Stepping back a moment, we have constructed the defensive part of client portfolios to focus on high credit quality 
borrowers and, where possible, investing on a shorter term basis (i.e. owning bonds that will be repaid in up to around 
five years).  Including index linked gilts helps to deliver inflation protection.  For more risk-averse investors the defensive 
mix of assets is aimed at reducing the chances and magnitude of losses, both before and after inflation.  For more risk 
tolerant investors the defensive assets mix helps to mitigate falls in the equity-orientated part of their portfolio, better than 
other alternatives. 

5.1 The issue: price volatility in current products 
Due to the current economic conditions and government policies such as quantitative easing, index linked gilt prices 
have soared as a result of the fall in the real yields on these bonds, as well as through the inflation indexing mechanism 
embedded in their structure during a period of higher than anticipated inflation.  Over the past three years to the end of 
July, index linked gilts have delivered a cumulative return6 in the region of 35%, before costs.  A number of issues have 
been identified that need consideration: 

• Concerns exists that this asset class, given the structure of the products that have been available to invest in to
date, has the potential to deliver capital losses moving forward, if yields start to rise – the equal and opposite
reaction to the good returns experienced.  This tends to negate one of the main reasons for holding this asset
class within a portfolio.

• The UK government issues index-linked gilts with long maturities that appeal to pension funds and insurance
companies trying to hedge their after-inflation (‘real’) liabilities.  Long maturity bonds have prices that are quite
volatile, compared to shorter-dated maturities.  In aggregate, all the index linked bonds in issue (20 in total)
have a 'duration' of around 16 years.

• Duration is a measure of the sensitivity of a bond's price to a movement in yields, and is related, in part, to a
bond's maturity.  The longer the duration, the greater the magnitude of the price movement.  As a rule of thumb,
a 1% rise in yields will lead to a '1% times the duration' fall in price.  For example, a 1% rise in yields will result
in a 10% price fall of a 10-year duration bond fund.

• Available index linked funds managed on a passive basis have, up until now, focused on an ‘all stocks’
approach.  The current fund we use from L&G tracks an 'all stocks' index giving it an average duration of around
16 years.

• To date, as is often the case in investing, a trade-off has been made between gaining structural protection from
inflation and higher volatility.  Ideally a shorter-dated product would be available, which would provide inflation
protection but with lower volatility.   Being able to put say £1million in index linked National Savings Certificates
paying 1% above inflation would be great – but they are no longer in issue and investment was never available
at this level.

5      As measured by the UK Retail Price Index (RPI). 
6      As measured by the Barclays UK Government Inflation Linked Index. 
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5.2 A new option 
Fortunately a new index linked product has been launched by Dimensional Fund Advisors to address this issue by 
focusing on intermediate dated inflation linked bond, rather than the longer-dated ‘all stocks’ approach.  The IRC 
discussed the conceptual issues and came to the following conclusions: 

• Based on bond maths, there is likely to be a reduction in volatility by holding shorter duration index linked gilts in
a fund (see Figure 1 overleaf).

• Over the medium to long term, the difference in returns between intermediate and longer dated stock is
expected to be marginal.  Had the shorter duration fund been available from outset it would have been our
preference.

• It was also agreed that Fiscal Engineers should carry out the relevant due diligence on the fund and, subject to
approval by the IRC, replace the current Legal & General fund.  The new fund has a 10.5-year average
duration.

The chart overleaf provides some insight into how this shorter duration can help to reduce volatility.  This compares the 
new fund with the existing fund. 

Figure 1: Shortening duration reduces return volatility (adjusted for inflation) 

Although the time period since the inception of the Dimensional fund is only a little over a year, it is possible to see from 
the chart above that the volatility has been reduced, as the bond maths would suggest. 

5.3 Reducing the defensive asset mix volatility further 
The IRC also reviewed the overall volatility of the defensive mix of assets – this fund combined with the short dated 
global bond fund – and has determined that the volatility of the defensive mix should, as a default position, be reduced 
further.  This can be achieved by holding more short dated global bonds and less index linked gilts.  The trade-off is 
between lower volatility and inflation protection.  A consequence, rather than a driver, of this decision is that the 
defensive assets in a client’s portfolio will be less exposed to future rises in bond yields, which negatively impact bond 
returns in the short term. 
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In terms of weighting, the current exposure being 50:50 between global short dated bonds and index linked gilts, the IRC 
decided that moving forward this should now be 70:30 in favour of global short dated bonds.  This is based on the 
following: 

• There is a clear rationale to hold index linked gilts as part of the defensive asset mix albeit there can be capital
fluctuations regardless of the duration.

• The purpose of fixed interest in a Fiscal Engineers’ portfolio is predominantly to reduce volatility.

• The current 50:50 weighting is a trade-off between inflation protection and lower volatility.  This trade-off has
been reassessed and, on balance, taking less volatility is the recommended default option.

• The equity proportion of the portfolio should provide inflation-proofing over the medium to longer term.

• A 70% short-dated bond, 30% index linked gilts weighting is rational as a default position.

5.4 Next steps 
The due diligence on the new Dimensional Inflation Linked Intermediate Duration Fixed Income Fund (a bit of a mouthful, 
but it describes what it does) has been carried out subsequently and the fund has been approved for use by the IRC.  
Existing index linked gilt holdings will be discussed with clients at their individual reviews.  Where appropriate, the fund 
will be switched and the overall weightings adjusted. 

It is recognised by the IRC that it is not appropriate to simply adopt a one-size fits all approach in terms of our strategies.  
Whilst education is a key part of our role, it is accepted that clients may have particularly strong leanings as to where 
index linked gilts are currently positioned and may wish to defer some or all exposure, particularly in the shorter term.  
Alternatively, clients holding material amounts of bonds may see inflation as the long term risk and wish for a higher 
allocation. 

6 Other issues discussed 
A range of other issues were discussed in the two meetings including securities lending, fund benchmarking, a new 
global real estate investment trust fund (a possible substitute for an exiting product) and broad review of the recent 
research on wrap platforms.   

No other major decisions were made and the meeting was duly closed. 

We hope that you have found this summary both informative and interesting.  If you wish to discuss any of the issues 
raised in this paper, please feel free to give us a call.  The full minutes of the meeting are available, on a confidential 
basis, to any client who would like to see them.  

Fiscal Engineers’ Investment & Risk Committee 
Summer 2012 
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The value of your investments may fall as well as rise and you may receive less back than you originally invested. All
content is intended as general information only and does not constitute a personal recommendation.
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